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tract level variables — educational attainment or number o f persons In po verty — influence 
the economic activity of the census tract. The findings suggest that distance between the 
census tract and the central business district did not positively impact the welfare of the 
low-income census tract. While a statistically significant relationship existed between
tract variables education, percent of female-headed households, and percent of persons in 
poverty were found to influence the liklihood of increased economic -welfare in the tract. 
These findings yielded a number of policy implications and recommendations which 
my.'puw oui-M-.m: WiOc.;; w w •ug.-.jp i.fiv;- wwvwy p \w  L.we in ft:’- wovxw:.
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The first section presents the purpose and context for this study. Chapter two
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Specifically, it looks at the implications on the city ot suburbanization and the decline in 
the manufacturing base ot the economy, Further this chapter provides a context for the 
growing population ot city residents residing in pw/wt/. The Implications of a growing 
poor population on the economic health of the city and the metropolitan region are 
explored.
Chapter three examines the significant research conducted on the relationship 
between the central city and its suburbs, Known commonly as the suburban dependency 
thesis, or as city-suburb interdependence theory this theory suggests that an 
interdependent relationship exists b e tw e e n  tlm e w n o n i i c  vitality of the oixy and that of the
suburb. While some research on this topic suggests that the two entities are dependent on 
one another, other research suggests that metropolitan areas need 10 be examined as a 
whole unit in order to accurately assess economic health. The study presented in this 
report extends the suburban dependency thesis by examining whether an Interdependent
i'“i aCiOUSild1 'C/XUX OW >/ W i ill 7“ *y V SU X U act 3i\d VxiiY'fO1! S /rS'WO in't ih i "fit/, and
metropolitan region.
Chapter tour explorer* the research being conducted on the sociological changes 
shaping the city. Notably, these researchers have concluded that a number of factors — 
ohanginp; dsjxx gisa/hux, c ax si comp jxiiicny 'Aissxncn Iswxrt, ano: olaaixginy rijni:!/ 
structures have contributed to the isolation ot poor census tracts from ihe i cgioti s 
economic activity. Their research lends support to the finrtwys m idtx \%»on tux. inimr - 
xxy j'XX incoXiT yxxus daws aw Iy*ix̂' wisinyl /  xxsixivd. ixxm xA >WoSixmic armnvi M xh- 
region. Importantly, this report provides evidence which bridges the two areas of research 
(suburban-d^pendency thesis, and sociological expletives) by investigating the impact of 
economic octroi/ in the city, and raxxopoficxi region on thr wefixx of poor, inner-city 
xrnxus iicxx:
As Indicated, the findings presented in this report provide empirical evidence to 
support a positive correlation between economic growth In the region and improved 
v/elfare for the low-income census tract., However, the correlations, are low and do not 
explain a high proportion of change in 'welfare indicators in the owia al city ei cxiisus tract
Chapter five presents the methodology and theory used in the saidy, as wrti its the 
study's findings Chapter six examines the implications of the findings on urban policy and 
economic development efforts. In chapter seven, recommendations are present'-d which 
explore the posxrbhmes of revitalixiny the low moomx, isolated census tracts.
Cgnwiaoaliy, this chapter provides policy recommendations which serve to suggest ways
feoJhiwi -:uk>. ccom--wrohiio '.1 m 'which ihviw caw ; rov/ he cmmyy-wi w uviw to -wtww- 
the economic vitality of the 'whole metropolitan area.
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the cities in search of new opportunities, city populations grew, racial compositions 
changed, and the industrial organization began to flourish supported by cheap labor and a 
burgeoning export market. The increase in city popokiiWuis coupled fofo the rising tide of 
fmrcrcc; e e  m i  the cwrlzenwg -.1 is- ei'fom ai m w'fo-e peero'cfo own-vow;: foeflfoegw 
Today, many of the same challenges continue — demographic and racial compositions 
have changed, the manufacturing base continues to deteriorate, an increased demand for 
higher ediie&ted workers with technics! skills nil present iiiiicpje chsllcngcs for the city.
The task, therefore, for urban research is to provide a context as well as a pathway for 
ensuring the economic vitality of the city. This challenge requires an understanding of 
how the city interacts with its citizens, the surrounding communities, and the region.
This paper critically analyzes the relationship between the central city low income 
census tract and the economic vitality of the central city and the metropolitan statistical 
area. It attempts to provide an understanding of the impact of central city and 
we,.re-...fomc. statistical area (1 Tide) economic activity on inner-city, poor census tracts.
T h e  CCfj.cv V ; .eCWWWfg W Z w /W l/ focv fU.f OTiC PAAPP  f o r c e  rft f C e e e g f o ;, r .g; xkr,
Chav ter 1
Mty till g-~v UC oil.-!'-; Tl<- n u fii-c  wvwwe j aMuricd, moorne rt My '-ropl ryu-W , and 
social variables (educational attainment, female-headed households, 1 ype of employment, 
f;s r oi t-ercOiic m po~/$tcy, peroetiT. or pev.vC'i'j.s »■ey-jivjpig ted-erai public ascic'c-jzyy~, 
boHaro“) in each of the. tract;: in I9do end 1990 Tin;; study sugy.nis that imo omn'.cny 
tenvtojLa d'Sh'snvijne. win-idiot a low-income census vract is pomd'wb sdfsosesi 9 / city, and 
metro politan-wide growth, The first factor investigates the proximity of the low-income 
census trim  to the c -wocl M cnue Mmod '■ MAEy TM rr-sorid I.a.'Vt'Vr m wsuysjcs how/ 
tract level variables — educational attainment or number of persons in poverty — influence 
the economic activity o f the census tract. The findings suggest that distance between the 
census tract and the central business dfrtrioi; did not posbively impact the welfare of the 
low-income census tract. While a stabs ucaiiy significant r-iafionship existed between 
economic growth in the central city, and MSA, and the inner-city, low-income census 
tract, the relationship for practical and policy purposes was extremely u/csfi. Further, the 
tract variables education, percent of female-headed households, and percent of persons in 
poverty were found to influence the liklihood of increased economic welfare in the tract. 
These findings yielded a number of policy implications and recommendations which 
support current efforts to reengage these isolated, inner-city, poor tracts in the economic 
activity of the city and metropolitan area.
The first section presents the purpose and context for this study. Chapter two 
examines in general terms the transformation of cities over the past half century. 
Specifically, it looks at the implications on the city of suburbanization and the decline in 
the manufacturing base of the economy, Further, this chapter provides a context for the
“ For v v.y; cySsncnwL - w;W -p,, nt.:.:; :w / . : ■■ an I
poor population on the economic health of the city and the metropolitan region are 
explored.
Chapter three examines the significant research conducted on the relationship 
between the central city and its suburbs. Known commonly as the suburban dependency
diroiy XX XX .Vity-subuit xixxrhyyxXx-oxxumris, hm: dx-or/ ouggxx;: Cxi 'w
interdependent relationship exists between the economic vitality of the city and that of the 
suburb. While com'-- rpaxsroh on this topic suggests that the two entities are dependent on 
one another, other research suggests that metropolitan areas need to be examined as a 
whole unit in order to accurately assess economic health. 'The study presented in this 
report extends the suburban dependency thesis by examining whether an interdependent 
relationship exists between the census tract and economic growth in the city, and 
metropolitan region.
Chapter tour explores the research being conducted on the sociological changes 
shaping the city. Notably, these researchers have concluded that a number ot Kotom — 
changing demographics, racial composition, education 1C /No, and changing family 
structures — have contributed to the isolation ot poor census ixwC from the region’s 
ocouorr'iic accr.nty. Their research lends support to the tindings in this report that inner- 
city, low income census tracts are increasingly isolated from the economic activity of the 
region. Importantly, this report provides evidence which bridges the two areas of research 
(suburban-dependency thesis, and sociological expletives) by investigating the impact of
CfeCi tO/OiC Xi* felCÎ /1 X /  31 i CiW O J lg  w d  iilWjfO|jCdtl:.'!Xi VlWCYi Wl 1-W U rtiiW  W pC C'.O iiij..r:i'-fei C/
census tracts.
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support a positive correlation between economic growth In the region and unproved 
welfare for the low-income census tract, However, the correlations, are low and do not 
explain a high proportion of change In welfare Indicators in ffo. ‘w w rt cup ov xuww a :w
Chapter tive presents the methodology and theory used In the study, as well as the 
studyJs findings. Chapter six examines the implications ot the findings on urban policy and 
economic development efforts, In chapter seven, recommendations are presented which 
explore the possibilities of revitalizing the low Income, Isolated census, Carts.
Specifically, this chapter provides policy recommendations which serve to suggest ways 
(political arid socio-economic) In which these tracts may be reengaged in order to ensure 
the economic vitality of the whole metropolitan area.
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Urban Transformation: Two Shifts Which Changed the City 
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half century , the development of the suburb and the transition from a tnanufacturing- 
L-av-c jii'V v'i/ re  S', oiO'i e  w  y iw c in C i tw o y j t tC v r e y j  eerie, m y  i h e  mu e  cu 1 ■'./ i,r I O' a y  i t  
coupled with an expanding manufacturing economy lured many Americans away from the 
farms and into the city. By 1950, nearly seventy percent of the population who lived in 
l e i  rawsoi'CiC.H wcss Irwd in left al cniesf Ironically, jicx as the •,;ity populaxioii 
was increasing and cities began marketing themselves as the center ot commerce and 
trade, Federal policy shifted in support of the bedroom community or suburb. Many 
traditionally city-based jobs shifted to the suburbs, and concurrent with the move came the 
residential relocation of millions of city dwellers. Support for the movement to the 
suburbs was bolstered by federal policy. The Federal Housing Administration and the 
Veterans Administration backed millions of low-interest mortgages for single family 
homes in the suburbs. Further, the US. IwparLrcwnc crtTrwcyuMerton uywi nwrty ft: f 0 
billion for roads and highways to connect suburbs to their central cities. Urban policy 
analyst, David Rusk notes that this amount of transportation aid was five times the amount 
of city-oriented federal aid for mass transit systems.2 As the Federal government expanded 
its whewiuwoo of Feft-rai and highway;::, Jrtc.cxmg end bung <n the. cubyibs
became more possible for many middle class Americans. Many economists have argued
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discrimination in hiring and housing was limited, others point out that the communities of 
minorities which formed in the mom/ ww. e coiforaL'/ wiporfom la’-my mwiwmmm'-;,:: foww 
support within their commimid w, ano h / 00,1/100 ow oifofo i;M/, oh-/ jMivi foyMfo fow
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The shift from a manufacturing base to a service/information base within the city 
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large number of unskilled individuals and would place them through the appropriate 
training. However, as the manufacturing base began to decline, the central business 
district, populated by centers of finance and professional services, demanded college- 
educated individuals. While many entry-level service jobs were created, the salaries 
associated with these jobs were considerably lower then the unionized manufacturing 
worker traditionally made. This yey w fo. owi- ury mom mmm/ fori w-w/ fodi dJuTr bj d r
11
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in :- o  w-oFr zzs ire  loggw u tio f ibr w  rto o r aw moony; zz o o o lra  or> m o  Too w rr- < 
v o n irn  0=0 riioiOO.n A/hob o w - riiu.ro0;0'.;,-,n rrfy  5 ow li puw im em  w 'tF- vrbo: 
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Th- t G iro o n  ofj.ii trnpo oo ioF i p o o lc /io , l o o g ivi A j o -w o o  .obio;, gov f o A ;  
to our o, o locooo  y purrA  hi the only I FCFa r dro-tow by E jp'OOY pi W ow  r o  ho 
Froth AWfw to b ■>/-:■ v -o o o a  of the poor: the “able-bodied” and the “impotent” " As tt 
Industrial Era revolutionized the role and importance of the American city, social 
reiormers voiced strong concern over the “pauperism” which was heralding itself as a 
owF- oor.yo!trre iV'virm,v« dAioie rrcryod nij; tins wfooAri ot the poor -• worr 
discussion viewing such livelihoods as dreadful, dishonorable, and the product of willful 
choice, There was significantly less criticism of those who, out ot “misfortune” and the 
“gracious Providence of God,” ended up in poverty.J This more acceptable sector of the 
poor usually included widows or the handicapped. The “less tolerable” poor included 
men ’who were unemployed, alcoholics, and others who were believed capable ot earning 
an honest and decent living for themselves and their families. Idleness according to the 
social reformers and the politicians of the era was synonymous with crime and poverty, 
-rind it was such idleness which was responsible for the “reprehensible” growth of an 
increasingly alienated sector of urban populations.
After World War II, End. more prominently Et the start of the (divii Rights movement in the
earlv sixties, attention began to bo focused on the growing plight of impoverished 
individuals isolated in the inner-cities. I/fc'Lmmp mm ?o bw nnx amowenri e/kb 
xx  ;xcxxng xixAx,; ot rnpx xxslxd  pxrous in pxinxxkw tfo wyrarion oakxxi 
kxxikxMii ibcxicr urx i bvxhxi/n xicxs m rim iTsxthexix Erri IVi Axex vcxxk x ixxrxxxnyx 
r r ■f.h'.1 "imixXj xphu; p1'!oxriw -oi /nun/ i Wfkxi?i x ixc  jLuixa 5 / tk:~ g>j 7nb bn-,, 
manufacturing sector, many blacks, often unskilled were readily employed in the low- 
kxftxi ixovOaocrxiwp jobsk The growth in manufacturing industries coupled with readily 
xxkable labor made the city a mmer for business expansion. Tim cave -racially isolated 
population of the central city found hope in. the growing manufacturing businesses located 
in their neighborhoods and throughout die xixy
The economic prosperity experienced by many of these cities from the 1950s 
through the mid 1970s yielded many benefits for its citizens. Additional schooling and 
training were received by many traditionally unskilled employees. Further, the growth ot 
industrial sectors to support the manufacturing community began to mean the promotion 
of blacks and other once-isolated individuals into more managerial positions, often 
complimenting their training and experience. Hoove my fix Uk mmftfamring xmicx 
was experiencing record growth, it was also in decline. John Kasarda documented the 
trend concluding that between 1950 and 1980, the manufacturing base in America's 
largest cities declined by nearly thirty pxcxnil 7 In w: place central business district 
expanded, comprised primarily ot high-skilled service and information-based industries.
who were left unemployed end remained so, due to the absence ot education, hiring 
discrimination, the absence ot viable transportation to low-skilled service jobs often 
located in the suburbs and other reasons.
This growing unemployed sector of the population clustered in communities in the 
wow -./ivy Triow mug-amu- wpwnfai rn ii>- Tris wss ny, wwv-d Ur c giW wyy isslrwft 
impoverished inner-city populous.
Ji. jr\p111"a if!S1 — glv- VCO” S SUVStLpiiUV Vfolfa liW'W y larVfo. gjSOUp Ci 
people who cue mow mcrwufoie, more ,ooviaili/ aiini smsl more hoodie 
than almost anvofie had imagined. They are the unreachables; The 
American underclass...Their bleak environment nurtures values that 
are often at odds with those of the majority.,.. Thus the underclass 
piwdx?cm z) itmhiy d isp ro P o r ta te  wvwbw ot iiw nation fa ju wriU 
delinquents, school dropouts, drug addicts and welfare mothers, and 
much ot the adult crime, family disruption, urban decay and deni and 
for social expenditures.
The popular press began to classify this sector of the population as ccAmerica5s 
Underclass55. JVtore distinctly now than before, the underclass became identified with the 
set of social problems and behaviors associated with them. Ken Auletta's publication of 
The Und-wclass in 1982 farther documented the trends deswthw! by die Time article. 
Auletta asserted that there were four categories of the underclass "(a) the passive poor, 
usually long-term writ aw ro o f  jin n ie s , To the hostile street criminals who terror! w  mow 
cities, and who* are often school dropouts any drug addicts, (c) the husdoi a, wlscy dire 
street «■ dminals, may not be poor and who earn their livelihood in an underground 
economy, but who rarely commit violent crimes’ (d) the traumatized drunks, drifters,
peT/i t] -,/J, /hepptity Weig t if  70 --Wet i ""le/ll d iC/V-tL f  p tU O/iii.J VOO I i OpO Voi J i .//.W Oi
collapse on city streets/'"
I/fore s'-'vitfdyy William fr T A w n f befog Tn- Truly rncfommfrc.fo piec-wwd 
systemic evidence that the underclass — now somewhat associated with young black 
persons whose behavior reflected alienation and who remained separated from economic 
productivity and employment -  was growing.51’
James Jennings in his book, Understanding the Nature of Poverty in America., 
ww/wwd DiJth'-v thai; me under.lass .7no most fcypi wily hound jo. dm poor nwfofroifroud!/ 
of today's large, declining centra! cities. Regardless, of how one defines this sector of the 
population, there remains indisputable evidence that a poor population exists which
'-/hih<is o w  w fi oi tii" ofr/i act"vied"v onwvC'iW/d aboor-. Bcjyally difariii umg,, I ''Ate
Alex-Assensoh’s research on the gro wing numbers of alienated and isolated poor in 
America’s inner cities suggests that this sector ot the population continues to grow, not 
only among the African-American community, but also among Caucasians and other
1 j .i Hi
fffotffof JlT? f rC-iflJfli til tiJii'mU
Many relevant questions remain to be investigated concerning this sector of the 
population. How isolated is this population? Are they largely isolated from the economic 
activity of the central city and the metropolitan region? Would expansion of economic 
opportunity or economic activity in the •w.y and MSA benefit these individuals. This 
research examines these questions by asking whether the ecc nomio aouflty if if  - wrrarai 
city and metropolitan area positively affects the ’welfare of low-income census tracts, 
Kwfreo! witiwi the oergrU , dry To wofonriwei the bard:. of the ieseaw.h conducted for this
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between the e'i“-tnw?j3 tract, city, arid tvISA,, as well as the invecn n anion of the social and 
economic tctctors afFectiiiy residents in the low-income census icaoc
The rapid suburbanization ot jobs and people have led to a number ot debates 
concerning the importance of the central city to the regional economy. Several key works 
£i,'X /«-, b ftj { p O fa eu b tii /  i mil?-iVVi :ii iiL ih‘~ djSCU;; oi tOi eboUit ibe  eriorLWCODp h ~'l WO 00 Use 
000002 lit'/ end to- mgr mil MCGimmy urinciftoaiiy, xh<:.m aurb'm e pa /»- cvmvcvvai'/ 
o o e c r io c rd  o v n o T  ■.key .and s u b u r b a n  :gr:m?/x!i s e x e w o io o  i l o a  the economic behavior of 
central cities and suburbs are interdependent.
luriwu l e f t  euoci- foT In Ix logoihw ri LodeUu andToirew siwgwrthat 
metropolitan economies need to be viewed as an interdependent whole, separate central 
city and suburban economies did not exist. They were able- to correlate city iiiocmw 
growth with suburb income growth by examining absolute values changes in suburb an and 
central city income between 1979 and 1989. They concluded that cTor every one dollar 
increase in central city income, suburban income morewes b y  LIT .12 Conversely, for 
every increase of $ 1 . 1 2  in suburban income, central city income increases by orw dollar T 11 
This provided evidence for their conclusion that where there is less disparity between 
central city income growth and suburban income growth, the overall metropolitan growth 
rates were higher, and fhermoi e, that cities and suburbs were dependent on one another in 
increasing the prosperity ot the metropolitan area. Ledebur and Barnes contend, ccCities 
and suburbs have a common and essential stake in their shared economics. CjTowiiag 
disparities between these jurisdictions erode and eventually undermine the vitality ot the 
regional economy and, hence, the welfare ot both cities and suburbs.
In  iij;:, k o o k , oo iom  k ik o i i  R i k o t o  H o o k  I  m o t  f iO ’ / in --8 o n o iiio o  o o fo k iw o : o a f  
Ledebur and Barnes: Rusk asserts that low income disparities between oitio;?. and suburbs 
increases the likelihood of economic vitality. Further he shows that cities which can 
expand then* boundaries to capture vacant land for new or expanded development
w n w i U y  e x g w iw k w  a  h ig h e r  i-w vi o f  r tx o n o m ic  g r o u n d  .and d x w l o y m w i t , 1"' fO /y k r i  
evidence suoports the conclusion that suburbs and cities are interdependent, and most 
notably, central cities which axe capable ot expanding are most likely to enhance the 
complimentary relationship they have witn their suburbs.
t’_ i ■ WvUVa i rexarch iruppoiTr wojOjca and. hen nee xvkOusx n tdiax ovier: end
suburbs are interdependent, Voith investigated correlations between population growth,, 
employment and income changes in the central city and suburbs within the Philadelphia 
Federal Reserve District. He found that in the 1960s there was a mgafow correlation 
between growth of the city and growth of the suburb suggesting that the city and suburb 
were substitute locations. In other words, if growth occurred in the suburb, the city lost 
growth at the expense of the suburb. The demographic profile of the 1960s further 
validated. Voith5 s findings as the suburbs at that time remained largely undeveloped and 
vcere viewed primarily as inexpensive living alternatives to the oip/. In the 1970s and the 
1980s, Voith found a positive correlation between city population and. income growth and 
suburb population and income growth suggesting that the city and suburb were 
compliments. He extended, “continued suburban growth has become increasingly 
dependent on the overall desirability of the region, rather than simply the lower cost 
associated with moving into undeveloped and uncongested a r e a s . V o i t h 5s findings
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occurred. This suggested that the suburbs and their centra! cities were complements 
supporting \toith’ s conclusions on the complimentary relationship which existed betw 
oil. / Mud aubuib
Finally, Keith Ihanfeldt in his review of the literature on the suburbati-depende 
thesis concludes that there are several important reasons why vinhud--p-;iderice exist;; 
between, the city and suburb.
I T ier aE  E FEj.og if; if-A Jiuofr ‘“ T ie  'Ihoi EA-E R a a .m;a-..//' ,-E / on
'k, T'K.-.j UfA-ii: tb.ar.V'l-.Idie. IE aE f  el
sed interdependency between centra! 
and n f lo u u ,: ,  .3.,: .:uggy,‘ u / j  >>/ E /a v  E x ,  a  a  ' 5 l' k h a n  a n d  E E a a , 'A ,  E.-fo. E w i
a a a  a E  w y n r d  i w ; ; ' :  a -  .j E -a . w :p r f in e : ,  a a E E a  A, o v a i / a  a  -n :p !: a a ,  Ea  
J a a a E a . 1A  A t :  a a E  ■ E ./  a a 1 r p f l a n  in c . a  a -a -aa  E a E. a / E  HE, E! 
E a E / a a , a  t  0  E . F a H  a a a a , L H E A a  a E  F a A A y  ;-/F1a , c b  E a i - y ;> i a  
e/auiinrn:? tb'-. ‘■■■•'/iuor»»io a a *by a  thi- mex'opolstin if/,:/ /.• •?.sapa;?.aartg b/ iooJciiig ...i the 
•'.it'/ /iijio! aE 'fi 1 h a  /Aii-] o, cm a  Hill and colleagues assert that “central-city 
i~o * i'fi3Yio~.- and suburban economic performance arc interdependent because they ere 
both part of the same metropolitan economy. It is the performance of that metropolitan 
economy that drives economic outcomes in both central city and suburbs. Because they 
are both parts of the same whole, it makes no theoretical sense to attempt, as they do, to 
correlate the economic performance of central city and suburbs/5*" Nonetheless, despite 
their valid criticisms, both the Hill and Blair models conclude riiaii; there is an 
interdependent relationship between the two entities, although the degree of 
interdependency may differ between the various works, ohoo/th, iliem/ow., in ilae 
metropolitan area necessarily equates to growth of the central city and its suburbs. 
Whether, the suburb and city is viewed independently or as a whole, and talcing into 
consideration that metropolitan areas are not homogenous entities, the conclusions 
reached by urban economists yield similar results: a complimentary and interdependent 
relationship exists between activities in the city and metropolitan area,..
Thm OTlOA 0 IfTOGp ViCTrA/ f FLlf Ac Ap G/(OA OCTT/ AAUiTVTi Arid GOGOpl TbAlS /'A
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the census tract level. The suburban dependency research raises the Question] When the 
r n e t ( o p o t jT . ; i n  ooaO-i a  a a g o a I .  gc i h G o c y h  T ie  a a a g h ± a jAS y i :v ;A  o a a  i s  t h e  iv n o u ;?  oro.oc 
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Urban Trans formation: A Socio-Economic Perspective 
Oti a macro level, the suburban-dependency thesis can be used to explain economic 
growth in the metropolitan region. Concurrent with the macro-level debate aoout the 
yCdiioasiijjG b~t''Wvn fir- ywwcu our/, .wfrriit, ww mvos^jVtriDn has hwt» iri*-;
tree rung vvswroh wummg ictin so cud orytvniii'SS of Pan otry 1 Jim swan y on 1 [orfo1  ̂aiiotiii.
urban specialist, John Kasarda proposed the most prominent analysis of the changing 
social nature ot the city. Ascends si' give), rbai Aw wwnwvj 000021 oo we rnanrvrssauirag sow 
has left the infrastructure and city scape ot many central cities bleak and vacant. Further, 
as many erf the information/knowledge-based industries have begun to develop within ine 
suburbs, employment opportunities have shifted from the manufacturing base typically 
located in the central city to the protessional sew/ice employment base located in the 
central business district or the s u b u r b s w
In a more recent article, "'Urban Industrial Transformation and the Underclass'-', 
Kasarda noted that the CED .remains the only beacon of economic success in many central 
cities.21 The CBD supports a vast network of professional service based jobs, often 
complimenting the economic transition to an 1 11 i onrna«:ior<-ba, ml eiomomy U p uniri the 
midA 2770s, many A the central cfdwo were cull highly dependent on the inanutacturiiig 
base, howe wr, with the increase in automation, increased global competitiveness, and the 
surge of information-based industries, the employment base in manufacturing industries 
slowly declined. Kasarda suggested that the decline of the manufacturing base, a
n According to Kasarda and others, the liitoniiatioii/knowledge based industry typically relies on high
AcWi’Wnj/ uoAOe woe 14 iWoiTeohoo ervlbnwderge 3.,■* r/rinvw pvncwrc eon sex over ccW jobs Wien
require coliege-level or higher education.
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i t  iiJixiO ii jI  R{(’iiu io :/ '- r  xo lo w w k r t l e d  l a b o r , an d  o ix  m  m o m pysnx i h ibo ix ,le ts . a  lao-re  s w - ra r  ot
the population of the central city without gainful employment. The use oi fox 
intormation-based industries in the CBD and central city has been complimented by a 
demand for higher-skilled—baccalaureate degree or higher-labor. The resulting 
discontinuity in central cities—low skilled labor and high skilled jobs—has been described 
by T w j a s  dw w iva  <rwrii.-.ir-Ri s.wordiuy to O  wcns/sU O s  trus-maC'Sb /oo tsutB-i 
map;r»diwj b v fo re-n  ] yo u  ;mh ! 2 0 o by h r r u i n g  prrexn oe or in e o ig ra w x  a n d  m m o rii/  
w id  -avis socfoyiy sn th e w o n  Pi xiw "CUoyciii iliwc-- a 1 w a y  w o n  m d  (n w rj roxs ■;/- ex 
pxw dufow  i) Xffti o n  foul 'xn»priyxrnenr by fo x u  lo w  kfoirexnovi ixoxjyo fooifoxr research  
con d u ct xd by Iv c x id x . yud hip o o ftw g o x x  xrm gn rto l that ilra abiXWCR oi Jo v o fo lifo l  jo b s  
resulted in increases in the number of severely distressed census tracts (or high poverty 
census tracts i ri * 1
] Toafofo Kasarda is unable to provide a direct statistical link between the growing 
number of severely distressed census tracts and the absence of low-skilled jobs. Further? 
his contention, while certainly plausible, that the shift of the CBD focus from a 
manufacturing base to a knowledge base has resulted in a shift of skill level from low skill 
manufacturing jobs to high skilled service jobs is not well documented. His research 
ptoofos little statistical evidence to show what types ot jobs have been created, in the 
CBD and what type of skill level is necessary in these newly created jobs. Finally, Kasarda 
provides no statistical link between what happens in the CBD and its impact 011 poor 
census tracts.
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implication resulting from a growing number of high poverty census tracts,, She suggested 
that in many cases residents of these poor tracts are torced to turn to the underground 
economy. In so doing, the resident experiences a sense ot isolation and despair that acts 
as an v u w v f r w d  ‘t u n  i - i  w  m m x y  i n t o  d m  f r o m d  'W c u r m y  C o u o u y i  v e d y  the alienation 
/Cpvvrc wywutvvwu me v/jctvwu p/ dm toolenC wuwv dare twudwn w/wimcr tiw iv-cui 
problems associated with, these distressed tracts. Culturally deviant behavior becomes 
acceptable, considered “normal and presumably necessary behavior for social arid 
economic mobility55 in their environment.Z'J Nicholas Lemann continued, observing that 
“the ghetto5 s distinctive culture is now the greatest barrier to progress by the blank 
underclass, rather than unemployment or 'welfare.,. .The negative "power erf the ghetto all 
but guaranmes that any attempt to solve the problems of the undwobtss in the vhvdo 
won dr. work Yvette Alex-AssensolTs investigation of those in structural poverty in 
Columbus, Ohio found that the composition ot low-income census tracts were changifig.
In h e r  s iw d e  she lo u n c l diac in dim euiy l v c c ,y  drew n a v e s  •vere characteristically defined 
by/ young black persons, however in the last decade the increase in the number of white 
and Latin-Americanmembers has grown dramatically. No longer able to find work in the 
unskilled sector or to find work at salaries which they once recoined, many Caucasian and 
Latin-Americanvl manufacturing workers have become alienated and in many cases have 
been forced to turn to the underground economy for their subsistence, She predicted that 
by the turn of the century, the growth of structural poverty among Caucasians, African-
V1 E rnevw vU  L u  cuggeo:;: Ow Lv w y co y  oi w rbvx in the manufacturing plants operated in the 
ivrcti /lit wratono. w  a izaiWyeinenwiii foeo’vyi
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While the median age of the Caucasian in structural po r-.u.; is currently about ten years 
higher than the Black individual, Alex-Assensoh predicted that the median age will decline 
as children are bom to individuals living in structural poverty who are in ton  raised in this 
environment of social isolation.
In addition to skill mismatches, Carter 'Wilson proposed additional reasons for the 
growing poverty and alienation experienced by residents in poor tracts, Wilson provided 
evidence which linked th e  rise of low-income census tracts, and concurrent rise in 
structural poverty to the. increase in low-wage service jobs in the city. Further he 
suggested that racial discrimination, uneven efforts at city economic development and 
overall industrial decline have resulted in the increase in structural poverty and alienation 
experienced by many low-income census tract residents. Finally., Wile*on ch a llen g e d  
Kasarda’s mismatch theory by providing evidence to suggest th a t  the g lo w in g  jo b s  m  the 
information/knowledge-based sector are entry level, low-wagy- set v ice  jo b s , ra th e r  than tic- 
high-skilled knowledge-based jobs which Kasarda described b8
While Wilson, Kasarda, Alex-Assenhoh and others conclude that the low-income 
cetisue tracts are experiencing increased stiueii’ial po vercy and alienation, thwr mseavch 
neglects to provide any empirical evidence to determine if a relationship exists between the 
overall economic conditions in the central city, MSA, and the census tract. Their reseat oh, 
instead focuses on the demographic statistics which describe the census tract resident.
Importantly, neither the sociological research or the suburban-depend envy research 
provides any empirical evidence for whether the central city and 1C'A eccnc-mic aotrht/
iiiivx My impact on the eocmcmk; v/Aiare or dm mousya fi y:i .Am ifi- v umovi.- 
neighborhoods so isolated that they axe not significantly affected by the economic
conditions in the rest ot the region? The research presented in my study extends portions 
of the both the socio-economic and suburban dependency debate by examining the 
statistical link between economic activity in the central city and MSA, and welfare in the 
census tracts .
Chapter V
A New Investigation—Theory and Methodology
Theory
The hypothesis proposed in this research suggests that economic growth and 
etc /xicgmMni in  both the city and metropolitan area will positively influence the economic 
development prospects In low-income tracts, thereby, validating an interdependent 
relationship between tract, city and i/iJfc  Fn-wi xic v cmvoh has auvnwwol than, siiice
most central city economic activity occurs near or around the central business district, low 
income census tracts relatively close to the C-BJL) would most likely be positively affected 
by growth of the central city. Further this hypothesis suggests that two primary factors 
determine whether a low-income census tract is positively affected by city, and 
metropolitan growth. The tirst factor investigates the proximity of the low-income census 
tract to the central business discrjex rChT •) '/jJ The second f actor mvesugsttes how tract 
level variables — educational attainment, number of persons in poverty, or percent of 
female-headed households — influence the economic activity of the census ff aor 
M e t h o d o l o g y
The findings to be presented in this study examined the relationship between 
economic activity in the snuffal city and MSA on the one hand, and welfare in poor, inner- 
city census trwts, on the oihei I hnetyusix low income census tracts were examined in
V1 idaswda S: rmsmatA Oxory siiggeCc il&l fix MgE doll lew! le/yiivol m fix CBTj prcvnics mire/ fxw 
Willed liUu nonaO sending in iiv.t aiouwi me Cb-15 iTSanbeesTning eiupio>xd bbiilxu Oasim'iib {luo2) 
recearali irivccugatcs Vic ieiaitionWip beWean eajnonix eocccr/ in tlx jir’l * and Vs irajnsrd on Ox Oinxx 
Ting mbui'bD  ̂ Firxily, Ilxi axle Iff to u t  anygxic Wx maca eexioinx acfxrir/ in tlx -xiiuti yxxs osiers 
in and aieon! Cx CEO G ixn dx Cxorxs 'if tlx afcxx nxnnoned auiixis, 0 was asndabel diff ix Wary 
ccnma aaeO xidnn a mrea Toile w dji: Of fix CBId exuid pixxide e m e o x  e/iiieii oxoid orlxr sniktoie or 
invdixVite dx x rs x n x  W an irberdeneixffiiic xlaOxxdip dsenxn fix eWLy ocnQ'al sify and census nraei
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Within each city four low-income census tra-.vr;; were selecp-vl Thu-e or item  were used 
to select the census tracts. First, the census tract had to be located within a three mile 
radius of the central business district. This was determined by measuring three miles out 
from the CBD using the census maps tor 1990 and then jrawing a ok ole trow the 
pokh ode,- Figure 1} To- d'Wemiilii - the ISezXiOn Oi Ui,- CFEg tilt/ maps ■'/■Tin uutioed 
which provided the locHtion ot the downtown business district , Since there is no 
specific center point given on the itfilj census iriEps, s. point wes EpproxiiruitGd. Second, 
the census tract had to maintain geographic consistency between 1980 and 1990. If the 
size and position of the census tract remained the same, then the census tract was eligible 
for the random selection process. Third, the census tract had to have at lewd. 12,00 
residents residing in it in 1980 and it had to maintain a population of at least 1000 in 1990. 
Last, the census -ducts ezarnined had to fit into the classification of “low-incw.v-T or 
“distressed” tracts as defined by the census bureau All the census tracts used in this study 
had median income levels of $12,500 o t  b o s  in 1980.
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selection,
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and 1990.
_ _ _ _ _ _  I  a blk lb; Idoavaoefa Variables
| 1 (Yaac i Tumber 
Total IrO.i sous in Tract 
I Number oi Female Headed Households "/tch AbiLitor Under (o'
tb Mb Wraduatas
I'hirribor Joiiipba ■/o*i iijj tii,:v Labor 9 '0016 
% of Eligible Persons Employed 
Number Employed In Manufacturing 
Number Employed in Wholesale and retail i'radio 
Number Employed in Professional Services 
I Median Household Income 
I Per Wapaia iticomae oi Traot 
I Wage and Salary Earnings (Median j 
j P uib'1‘00 Aiwwtainoo Income (Median)
Number of Persons in Poverty 
% of Persons in Poverty 
% Belov/ Poverty Level
Median Income of Female Headed Households tviih CUMo-w Lhvler IS
economic growth of the larger geographic areas — central city and MSA — with the 
economic welfare of low-income census tracts. The study also tested whether certain 
tract characteristics could influence the potential for economic activity in the tract. Two 
indicators of rwcmomic growth in tb- i.'wox./-lour MdAs and twenty-four central cities 
were examined; the percentage change in median income between 1980 and 1990 and the 
percentage change in employment bet sw-ii iogyi and l.w J * Ls-:; muto? g and a »
Consistent with the suburban dependency thesis, the income and employment models are 
expressed as a function of central city and MSA economic growth. The economic models 
presented attempt to explain the factors which affect the economic welfare of the ifsoi;
After much investigation it was determined that data are not available in the 
agglomerate for ih- u,iban location, 1 ve/coal business shsixiobb Since the research and 
reviews conducted by Kasarda, Savitch, ibsM-ldt and others suggest chat the CEL' 
accounts for a signficant percentage™” of the economis; activity of the oeiiiral city, the 
study uses the “central city” staxirxios a v a ila b le  in the Uf "densue or f-"opuUa:ic a foe Id t 'J  
and 1990 It is noted that their is much dispute over what percent the GE'D1 contributes to 
the total central city economy. Using a. conservative estimate that the GET’1 contributes 
40% to the economy, the duplications of the findings in this study remain significant.
Given, however, the theories of CBD economic importance suggested by daviioh, lAsania 
and other s, it was concluded that to study census tract:, 'within a three mile radius of the
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CBD 'would provide evidence which would either validate or invalidate the existence oi an 
interdependent economic relationship between the CBD, central city and census tract.
I d  o 1 1 ... I  W iF  w : 3 i h l  3  w  f G ; G  >; l s
1 .iylGw„ li'crcjraC'AiLrticome Models: Regression Analysis
eyl r i l l w l -  G IG  ivO G frflG G IDy x „
A r Z y y Z  B 2  = ~ , Q 0 8
i l  M ElC iw  ..i'tiill x l lo w j iG G G I  ,) w lilfrfl.lEIffryG  x e
f i l l 1 (3,372)
j Adjusted # = .0 8
1.1 M E IG ^  l l l i  .till ,CDijC'-'GlE3Ex;i -r GDJifriMEDYcc)* + J024(EDUVY!ft +e 
( 7 3 3  ( 3 , 0 6 7 )  ( 2 3 4 4 )
1 3 3 /G C G  = 323
il'GGG, liG'ilGciGC d .01 ClgB-h'1- AlCO lc~ hfrl , * lAiiCltflC;: 3 O’c CCGMiAchGCG iG7G(; Ityprifwfj 1 ,15
cigiuiiGiGcc prW;
EquaiioiuA c Cg and 2,1 test the impact of a low-income census tracts distance imm 
die CBE- on economic activity in Go oaer Equad :>a 2 3 wets the impact of tract 
educational attainment levels and distance from the central business district on economic 
welfare in the tract. Ilaswdafr hypothec:!:, suggests that tract welfare o  .afteewd by the (ice
in required skill levels of jobs in the CBD; Therefore, one would expect that tracts with 
low educational attainment levels would not be affected by/ economic activity in the vT lv
Table 3 presents the ordinary least squares regression results. Models 2.0 and 2 .1 
confirm that despite the proximal relationship of the tracts to the CBD, the low-income 
tracts remain isolated* perhaps due to iactors previously mentioned, lack of sieills, hiring 
Tmmvmwoig wC ezwyvi ex viwr e: IJpwmvdip m ecjmacwn V i ipx /unable
dcbd was combined with M EDYCC to determine whether the variables in combination 
would have a statistically significant impact on tract income, While the disvvw  vxvNe 
in .vyourw y i remained statistically insignificant, IfMCCw did hwe i sudofic^ll / 
S " /w iiii icviO’t  o c v v t a o u y w c r n  o  c o r  V v W  i v x ' / v  ( i a l c f - ,  jo  i l c c v ib ip g  m  m o o v . i  /. _q m e  
distance variable remained insignificant and the addition of the vlucadon variable, while 
statistically/ significant, resulted in only a slight increase in ove rfoil'C fo/m ■.):/ to ,)2. 
( T M y y .
'}['■lili'fe E E ; XiK'Hlip* M ^ b l s
\-:m jv, t
[where MEDYt = percentage change 
| w / r a c e  M E % 7 ^  ^ y a c a g g e  % c a g .
3,2 M E I E ' s  ^EEM EEY,,:): IEE
-i’/ r a - n  % % ; (  )  - a a y i r c a h .  c y  p e r s o n s
3 5  M E I E E ^  i ' i  + F v (E 2 E lE i3 :,:'i< I C / M ’llVj, -s- e
-ua?c (FJhiiJ, !■ = the ■-cv'agcaa  c ‘.arcr■•-%. ■.•■av fc a a n . t,,y, reg.oc-i yyrari.at.es) in the 
r a a t  a  ± 5 5 5
he forty-eight tracts (top 50% of the
3,3a M E F Z -  E, +1 ;.:4 ! M E E  E IREEMO'^jri
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3 4 4 4  fi; lim.vMe Models — Regression Results
3.0 i/ffldfiw  ,337:, 3v53135M4434;43- e
33 2W)
Adjusted R2 =. 093C
3.1 144443 v; - O',73 34.trtdfMMtffi.,,,,} 4- e 
A djusted R2=. Od 7 9
M 4 4 4 w  '2939 334144444;, r- -3 4 v 4 4 F 4 4 4 ,;' 2 e
(3,422) ,4  437)
.0024(EDUt) * + e
( l i  2} ' (2,34)
AdptShidR2 = 1362
2 3u MM;4 4 4  a.1434 3- ,4 3 4 (14E4 4 4  o ,0 4 4 4 EDlTtSe)M +e
(3.09) (4-32)
\3 .4 M E b  4 w 2 Add 3 -3 :43vM E 4/',4 :-' , C4433:34:!4M1v„7,:;- e 
I  ̂ ^ (3.927) ' (-2.09?) ’ (-2333)
Note: * indicates a. .01 significance level, indicates a .05 significance levelt indicates a . 15 
significance level,
Table 5 provides the results of the income model regressions. Since the I f  values 
are low, the models reflect a great deal of volatility. In come oases, the volatifiiy ot the 
models is reflected in the apparent instil-Hixy of the coefficients . We would expect this 
instability given the low Rfl values, however, the models remain statistically significant and 
the importance of the findings should not be diminished.
While a statistically significant correlation existed between changes in median 
income in. low income census tracts and income changes in the central eky (see equation
few end the l/fesfe1 swe WiUTicr b, 1 )y neither variable alone explained a large proportion 
of the variance in census tract income as evidenced by rfe to v I f  vakrv. (see Table ' t 
Thus, increases in median income in the central city or MSA appear unifefey no d a w  a 
major effect on low-income census tracts.
The inclusion ot variables that reflect potentially important economic 
fT m u  w u s t io s  : i  f i x  y*weus o w e  nss-fe — so fe so w ssw  by m s  sooi'Sw -w w ssw o ifeyw ife s  — 
poverty (3,2), educational attainment (3,3 and 3,3a), and female-headed households (/ 4),
w fe fe fe  a in a alifefe w v c s r y r w y y  w  > so o ]i; %  H y  7%- w , t r y  «mcpfeoMfigS ocmy/ i t v v w  %  fee
model remained low.
Eeiufeoto 3 3 end 3 as, mm a fnuhv asiVBUon of the I w w w  % w y  IfesaiTo 
hypothesized that educational attainment increases the likelihood of raising the median 
income level of low-income tracts, thereby, improving overall welfare, A lecc oi Ais, 
assertion showed that the If increased only slightly wo con to to 13-- vfew xfe trust 
variable educational attainment was added to the mod.A owpiSLtion t st Tabic by When the 
top 30% of the tracts with the highest educational attainment levels were tested (equation 
b fey Tatfe 5) along with the distance variable, the f t  re >mained a t . 1 ly fee same value 
attained when all the cruets were included in the regression. This evidence suggests that 
even in tracts where sixty-eight percent1'' or more of the elgiblex tract population had 
graduated from high school, a great degree of isolation still existed between the actr/ity in
h' fewy v% i jSScywr wW hyfeiys T few rfe *i wvfesfeeu swes 'eli?f?atwwfe! fey ioiiywghr Swrxc fefe nil / 
psirciit) 7/ffe 'fey ferh'W yfewfeyiufe SffevriYiTCih T wfe
x O w e s  A f e  yik y f e y s f e v i  pim w -fe: fey  y u  w w  o t  i i id r u d u a ls ,  twenty-five and older who had graduated
the CBD and employment opportunity in the tract.*’ Based on these findings one may 
argue that lai get economic and sociological factors — uneven development efforts, 
necessity of specific technical skills, and lilting discrimination — may its iaci be more 
significant indicator? of isolation and alienation than is level of education Further 
research i? necessary to examine how much education is necessary to positively and 
significantly improve opportunities tor CBD employment.
Equaiioii 3 4 suggests that the lower die number c f tbmale-head-c-J households 
with children under 18 in the tract in 1930, the more likely the tract would be positively 
affected by the city's and region’s economic growth. When the variable percent of female 
headed households was added to the model, the R' inct eased from 10 to . ■ 7 This result 
provides some validation of the socio-economic theorists arguments that female-headed 
households and other at-risk groups in low-income census tracts are on average three 
times more likely to be under-educated and unemployed. The above mentioned models 
suggest that in addition to being a low-income census tract, tract level variables influence 
to a slight degree the ability o f the tract to be affected by the economic acitivity occurring 
in the central city.
The correlation matrix (see Appendix 2) validates the multicollinearity between 
median income in the central city and median income in the MSA. As a result, the models 
outlined above were tested f is t  to determine the impact of central city income growth on
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13 'Iters is Hgmlkaiit dobste today among education analysts ?botif. whether or not a high school education 
p'c-v-des lironmg for the wort place Many analyst? .raggesf that students today coic-e out of retools with 
linked skiils, and littk or uo job training It may., thetelon-., not be sufpifsiag that even in the hacts with 
t ’<it hwhesl percentage w high scb<x3 gia.duoles, employment opporomUiec for these i&lrddiuk1 were 
negligible K isardai premise that moot CBD jobs se>;jn-.:e higher education suggests thiv high school 
graduates may noi qnaluy for CBD employment
V:- 1 ; j.-y. lC-w w u y  cm w-whm -(.I-. -yc- figmw i .a ifi-MLbb. m a f  .-v:wg w .--jbw  
TlL'.'-. >,"■ W.l V.V LVW LWl'AO IV tk ^ ay / W Vm'W V ■ fi :.bi y byy '"  '' , L p - b
:' ■-.; v 1 'act ; : alma La wia.- ThT y--ab ad -nat L-.-y ;.bn. -d ;,w a'>,.:c van-,
y-;ianm vam ■. -r_ ah- c-w.. o ‘l l /  -aw hr an the e-v.a: m-c a. v  w j  ah fiae mwr d a r  l 
ygyw w jy.y ,: rawwian.; dan ayy-L* -w ey jw a-y  adam.a ;Kv ■- hd a y y .;■>yn;-.,
to V-L-, C'dmd./., :■,■■.■ ag, adyyw  ar l rayad-ayr aaa,yah Sa a. ■ m -S W-, UOuevig 0 i W.day a 
-/---..ar yy-m-v-.y- y a a  a-a yaaa asaed: do- ■-• a/.,-s /jg/ J: T ■; J/db y
a;.'-, ah nay / y. g- to? aw-a-awa im 'ay. ad daWS-gea a y  y--x . -yuena yyn: aii-a iay 
metropolitan economy.
T I i g  i n c o m e  m o d e l  r e s s n r e s s i o n  r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e  t i i E t  t o  e  v e r y  l i m i t e d  d e g r e e  m c o m e  
growth in the central city and the entire metropolitan statistical area p ositively impact the 
economic state in low-income census tracts. The data in Table 5 does show a positive, 
statistically significant correlation between growth ox'oendal ofiy income and gaa ayi:h of 
t?y:; loo/ vj.ocwill • >,u;pi-|.c i . tm - b a a a  moor/m iwv<E foy-w-f.'trr,iho viffebifton >weTunieiit 
J-;- vgiVL remain low Tbs VnW.r.yapyyiyya bec-Vo-ii iiya/ ayyny -awyiy: xiy-WS and (he 
ray/;.- y;a,iy>'":gi-s:: w iaya it b~ maxia -,y-finer daw. the ydaiiOuSTip daxywvn the central 
city and suburbs. The figure below shows a comparison between the correlation, 
y.-rih'- :-.Liy aye tty. a ade w v l ' by dm r t o i y  -a-Lg-wh»ya/ Lwnvyab prefic-uniy presented 
and do.;;-, b.y/bl an b y  SW jy
; ■
R rtG  ■_ wl.:.- G y w G 3 Gwww, lX :Y .x  :Gg and Suburb Income Growth and 
wowywr 'kw-w:y ay M G . G aw w a
"focw. 7c ... w - 








This Study Income 
v.-w wear..., if:;,. ...I,
1979-1989: .91 1977-1987: .61 1979-1989: .82 1979-1989: .10 
(Tabled, Eqn. 3.0)
e e m  -: aeaay-iWW yfa, ! 7 -  '3 ;.W. p i w ay  w ;i. in  T e . i -  J w e >a-t 
w vG , :e~ p.-.awe ye a ?z,-.. > yw ? xww~ a: a: a e-ay--. nwax.ye y w .G pv  
a!- ei,w: rG  7X3 Of fo - r-pioti Void'M: -wrdwey-- ot o poGlr/.g infofoepwGwd rcIGe.iyyfp 
is d a  w< in di-. p rr,-ioxto:or; i-'-.i. ww» hw;h w<:y pet .cgyiw, i,v yao G t w.,1 Mfo
suburban per capita income growth. He found a ,91 ocanGarrau P'-av'/'-.wr city suburb 
moocu:; eroyeich o.urrng tfo IG-or He elaborated, “metropolitan areas with high city 
income growth were very likely to have high suburban income growth, while those wrbi 
)j p.pi./ (ci-P'-tii'" yy'O'wtfc y-f-.i'z hlf-dy t y h a ./e  a, I o y> e u tu  th a t i rawe-cee cyeY-wh '  in  
Savitch’s test to determine the level of interdependency between city and suburb, he 
■G wl: oaf ,i Ewi.i u ~ a-gpuy yfou -puew'yn vfuch e-pwwye.j cwxG.d Gly per capita inoome 
c.G a wee 7- zii j vwae/y oi- suburb oi y-x v,prw xewvi.Gor da.-., yxxy G G  wad 19G Iho  
nwpwG r r  ryyGa: yw i'G  G  3 'w fow dw i f:u 19.; 7 Ganich ; .aR-Gxp “cities and 
suburbs have become more intertwined,..The data indicate that hope for suburbs lies in 
developing closer ties to central cities.”30 The Ledebur and Barnes study regressed the 
yawp:;-'-, w r w  .pGal, ivGrw! L-woGafo w cyme on tax 'fo w p  w city median 
.Gv-Grtfo riw-yw:. Tfw pwyaaGgr ct wGyvvxi wi-Gey.c GG ww yv in fouh.w 
.w,wcw.wy cfoy ^x-w y-iw : r:7:eG..".w cwywcs fwacGofo uwcm- so a i wcfic-a oi wyy
median household income. Between 1979 and 1989, the percentage of explained variation 
(R7) increased from ,07 to ,31 From the first ecjuation they concluded that the
relationship between, city and suburb was very dynamic, cTfie relationship is iTiijojal, 
interactive, ami interdependent Further, they claimed that the second set ot regressions 
iTugg'Wi-d illni ch- L - m:; wd wlwth a rm w -.l 1 uvt<w J v ; if'Ej;:.
Ilj. i h -  u x x E l  u x B  m  c t u d ' / ,  u r n  y a r a a l g g .  o iv m g '-  a . c m  1 9 CO t o  1 9 9 0  m  
median household income in the tract use ihr. '■-i/i'j.hh-, ~ .u -rti.-Yory isr o-uird
f'M7 PirAiah jboroLvhsiu iiv;cwio vv! I/iLtV fTiodjau ioirvliCid iic'/,oiTi,7 / wre rli- imiepcnowm
■v on able s oJ 0’ r ig -oiio cocct le wl fixisbwx such as educational wm.mwwri ievek in Ixucp C'f 
pwvvrt ot p! vsons m jpcwwip w bevst i f e  ivucEOcasy oa ■ vxpf aiumi '/ia  i.-ttio-n vws IV
When the tract level indepwdem variables were added to the equation, the percentage of 
explained variation rose only slightly — fro in 19 to .14 ov bom 13 to . It Tim p-gt-wann 
results in the study conducted for this report indicated that income growth in the central 
city and entire metropolitan statistical area had a, negliable impact on economic welfare in 
low-income census tracts. The correlation data in Appendix 2 does showed a positive 
statistically significant conclusion & trim hot own cu rival city median income levels and 
census tract median income levels, howevei, -mwo the correlation coefficient was 
compared to the results found in the V oith or Savitch study, the coefficients and Ru values 
were considered low. The findings in this report, while to a limited degree ecmsieieta with 
the theory suggested above, are too weak fot policy makers to leave it to metropolitan 




1 JM e 1 d-g.n Analysis
4 .2  . eji 'Q;T!_ - ,2 '[i‘'e2 >, E. T . ®» , < T m ) f » ' //sT* + e
(-1.30) (-2 :til)
A d p iz l? .d I? = .Q 6 -J 8
4 .3  E M Pt= - .5 6 0 8  - J 7 ;x'/EL£F'o;) + e
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Adruoi&<zl32==.0536
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/L JW?■? 1 0 i O y '! \I oo Jj r  m
A d ju s t e d  R 2=. 1 3 1 8   ______ _ _ ______________________
Uoce iiiOio34ft;r a 04 cigxahcm^ kveO  *■'*■ y i^ c a te :  ?i OS cigm tioyric^ level, ': ' v  irid icck ,: 3 l ;  
CiMiiii-O'MiiCd I e/el>
The results of the employment model regressions and correlations between central 
city, MSA and the census tract for the period 1980 through 1990 showed a negative 
corvciaaon crow mUx of foe auscM wd a my/ low ymurw eerrAwrvri in ifo ease of 
th e  1AJW (A.pp'Ciidrc. 2c i Vodei 4 o b[y. lisle 2) w w e u  i e g ie r s e d  b are  leert em p lo y m e n t on 
central city employment was not significant, and the JRb value was zero. Further, when 
pxfe-iir Ob' tract vmpfo /mrmi 'vac i wyer.rV'-d. on -wvisya Aem j.ic.ii wnpbyrni-ug air/)jlav 
e-welts rrrr-v wA mwd vniy ;/ hen it yX a-. wj '/ wiables -- p x ■ s~ni w pm sius up p Vwrty 
or 2 ? educavowl aitan itft ei ji of >r are] iwwalcrib wided nouCxholdz  ̂4- sh 7/exc add .-4 x. s 
the model, did the model become significant. However, the JR, values remained extremely 
low, indicative of the volatility of the model. The low K2 values account tor the volatility 
of the coefficients, thereby making interpretation of the model, difficult.
The findings for model 4.3 confirm the Jkasarda hypothesis that these tracts remain 
significantly isolated from employment opportunity in the central business district and 
central city. Wilson5s argument that poor, inner-city workers arc often unable to secure 
jobs in the suburbs due to the absence of mass transit systems between city and suburb as 
well as the lack of low-income bousing a /Hi,able in the suburbs is validated by the findings, 
fox medals 4 0 and 4 i: ihese regywslons showed no statistically significant ccwelaxion 
between economic activity in the cay and metropoifom awa and employment opportumty 
in the tract. Other employment regressions showed no statisicalJ.y significant correlation 
between economic actuary in tie. city arid M 3A and employment opportumty in the tract.
When the employment regression results are considered in light of the distance 
regression results, there is clear evidence to suggest that these low-income census tracts
1 1
re j v | b  IiO 'e -  i-,;,t ;b d i -  9y y  '/‘bi r o ^ u ^ v l i fo u  - ■ '> :■  y o u * /  y l r . : i ( i / ? lilt
)bs h i  tii'T ‘>: i i t i  .11 Oily 3>j '7- ic"lit StvOyf by i h r j  i ’j J M n o u i V J -  ' - y h i i y s ' u  U  d C l  i'br,3j"ktii
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The disparities rioted In the findings between central city-MSA Income and inner-
ipw ivw  lv/xi j i j v e  cwwr trr  v'W i'UvnL ;Vv Lhvv-; liw^vvyjiii'^ “''"ivur e w v  be'̂ 'jiM j.
D e w . j c w o f /  i C j t e w d  m  t h e  c w o v c i  w r y  t h e  A r r c v i d o  o n  rm i-w t p u f n o  w c o u r o e s  '/ /h i
continue t'S mofeww t in  non’ /U>c4wnn Wrtwoory
Demands to support the poor 'will result In higher 
Ss/sW' boon paw b/  rwuoiwo:'/ von reuxraF vwnry r*-orosm/)Tn
and businesses, which, In tuny Increase the cost ot living and 
doing business in those places. Consequently, public services 
deteriorate as public capital expenditure; are not made, 
maintenance Is deferred, and nonessential services are either 
cut back or curtailedA
ForvmMisi Chories Tlefoat cuvvwced that lit owes vA-w resjiiwrns ww taxed 'vvhowt
seeing the additional services for their taxes, residents are likely to relocate, in this case,
Oirbvdv the way u» a suburb. J~f Ae a. iecubo, dm tar; bow rtecreaoe;?. and An 1111103 -̂.niiidblc
for additional economic development efforts, as well as health and public service benetits
to the poor decreases.
Not only are the poor adversely afeoted, but the city Itself can be negatively
affected. For example, infrastructure expenditures may be curtailed tvuiitmg in the
potential relocation ot firms currently located m the city who may be dependent on a well
maintained infrastructure. Hill and Wohlman extend, “because suburban irons purchase
goods and services from firms located in the central city, reductions in the operating
efficiency of supplier firms will be reflected In gradual Increases In the operating costs ot
SU.bUf ban i'jnoc Th- dxw iiOiiVXiOC 14 jUdxNo Oitf. .fwl 'Wlf tjl X>-;iOi1 g OSWW th- uTm'u'xj>Ol Ji'&i
!>* odu* d to n  pXPClbifiiV/ iC OU txr r/j ;but>; jvr. V}>P TjV~ gl'OX/cb ISICO CO illxxvly v n rh w
k't)( I1 ii'~ w] .kf ii) mb iiTjpC’PW jl GO tl'lX 1 jXVJ 10 O'ltV- lO' I d'J”~ mo ;i)I pO 7.1 , i'j-l'xw
>f 0 ~  O r /  (O X X R id X X  X 'X .r r /  0 0  O p X S IX  |Xf Or! OiiW C /XlX  O l ' x b x b  XX' X X  XtiOIXj!|f r>i XX 
U jlX hf0 1 uXX; 10  IWOXlxd g U i x - 1)nX f XlX X wrNCiCTiC ) 'iO b e  XXXOlxd (O d<'X igW /n tiC  iXXXliJ Oi c 
:-'£ X X  »_4; / b; pXXX OXmOuXrXX T l  t s' -“ bl'V-. X IX O  OX: P'C'XXj lb" jl b /  SX'Xj i \ ) :j y d :iJ / 0  VXXj 
jX b x X x b x iX X t /U tr lC  43 ‘d x  X X 'j;?  't b x /  X X  oX OXXX 1 LF'-:p--ill, iX O a ll"/ , d x c it--/si) El 01  The 
X X X X i XXX VOX Ibw X '|l i t  '4 1'XIXjXl X idlXXXXIxOI Si"/ .0)1 X X f  X X X X X U X fy i .X lb lx b  pXXX
population. Not only docs their limited income create a demand for additional public
xx'"x>xp pyx their iscbxxXi ad com/ xxxs r>‘*ic bo xxxi« xxxrxi o-i oxx-ib1xbcxxfy 
Ixxxxxr in violence, promotion of an underground*11 economy, and Iixxxxx  in xxmx — 
all ot which have severe implications on the economic development opportunities of the
region. In the recently published literature on business expansion, the analysis provided, 
factors which 'were influential in the expansion or relocation ot businesses. Among the 
professional service and healthcare sectors, quality of life factors in a region were ranked, 
among the top three factors considered in an expansion or relocation.
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Place Prosperity versus People Prosperity
TV, dfefeoc O'xx vfrvdow i;h- oencr ri oh7 Would weak 00 irvprj w i:Uo frofedvvy.i %
pxople OlVWpV j a - y f j,-y 7 yyfyfi OOtidiU Wi 1 E 0 jiOO.i iLiyuiilsti pii Vyfe SWO ykvcbv iCjipfO W t‘W
!iji c tifrcd  or fiiG p̂ O'pd" iY-Siciiop tifji ovfej y*feo ~ vvjfiaijoo o so wpfex sog io pyfriouBr, fey
f r a  d  WOO iii feyO Oyifrfe ;silp’;p':',Si. froU  fee1; fr-W UC yO U C  >0:01Ay; Ci0iVC ly o iO lA  rv fe a x y d  fexiTiiWiOf' 
o f  t t x  rw o fro d  OiC-l IJ h V 0 .fr f e y ,U S  b y  n>yfey 10 n :-- ify p ip y  c'ife. iiWOfe yy j  //fe j'ffe  -SO Jlfei f r y
people in the tracts?
e  feto -ii w g u c o  feee  ~p - r o f e  ,C;i v J» /y o u r w  c ' f e n c e  o f  p l f e f e  rife  ''fe ll tie s  th fe  p f f e y
as a “sense ot community and cooperation that is shaped hy a particular geographical 
;?feting, wfeofrfex in viavoos! yy 0 L>r>op ■->,r tuy ■ y r eot, culture and cast Met or7 Ihanfeldt
extends the Bolton thesis arguing that by strengthening the sense ot place in a particular 
city, the out-migration of middle-class residents would be less likely, and thereby the 
negative externalities experienced by those individuals who choose to reside within the 
city would be lessened;3' Further, the sense of place may not only be important to 
rwwfeiHe from a particular city, but also to oufeidyro who so ay bcsose to roc. w  into a city. 
Consider, for example, the different perceptions people have ot Detroit or 
Washington DC and Denver or Seattle, Peoples perceptions of Detroit and DC are 
shaped by news accounts of high crime, a, deteriorating industrial base, and declining 
infrastructures (e.g., schools, highways, etc, 1, Chi the other hand, the number ot 'persons
o h o o riu g  w 1 w f t l e  in t!>~ yxnual oicHC o f  Irani /er end LU uci'- x w  i?;igiiiit-.;::aT»;i7 h igher Tim  
luurfue oh* f sorer 0 1 m.'v.ih, o n y T  cfow nfow rp aoootopwiit>xj by v h x n g  ;y i i c *_>I w an n n c aifo 
•.?/ypiil mi.pTvxVri rso j.on’Oi, ' o Vi o has (u n C  thy pwO jOjtvl'On ot ibnon w rox' rngnUuxn iiy oiillm ~;nc
than that of others. These cities are able, therefore to attract more industry and to retain 
more residents who cue willing to pav the taxes in exchange tor the sense of plane they feel 
m/ins ia itw omurrt orty b'n) chap hub wo aw vox, foo-. onin fan  eiii-o i -wfox«to alifw vmii 
attach “pure existence value5" to a place it they believe it is worthwhile preserving.
FtOjornerrn on Tofo.w pxvjpumyrt nyyjv: that by onbtnsing pouoiw: fovxn abbxowio 
'pnopl^ptocpoiic' j 3 Fat ooxb V ay/ continues to remain in overall decline, While some 
intii vidua!;; achieve xhe Tm-ww e w wo on levelfg the on uio/iouduvio oixvn leave the city for 
the suburb, and. as a result the potential tax earnings from these policies are lost. The 
evidvnew puaeenicea by innar-joc Av ~x - /wxnniiofg -/F i ioo-ri any on her s., suyyest that the 
einah-x oc gtu/'Oi/ neon fo irtgO' ec noon! ofo-c aooooo ifo. ny  eotfoniirv io >T/pehhl
With this expansion com.es a rising burden on. central cities to provide services to meet the 
needs of a growing poor population. In addition, as monies are shifted trom economic 
development and infrastructure repair efforts to expanded healthcare and welfare policies, 
the sense of place which defines the city suffers. Unable to attract suburban residents or 
outsiders back to the central city leads to a continued decline and deterioration of a once 
thriving center of commerce. Clearly, by only endorsing “people prosperity” polio/fug the 
central city cominces to suffer and thereby, as suburban-dependency prep'ommts suggest, 
the whole region suffers. Efforts must be made to reengage the people, h sv 'o w e g  not at 
the expense of their community or the city’s sense of place.
The Possibility o f Metropolitan Government
Throughout history citi.es have been viewed as the center of opportunity and 
TYiO h ilia 7 . iJtiV'-: 'y/r, fM. ww {g A re - rw.i fee lWbvUmvii ibrtTPqrt T o b i i y 7 pv- rry/ GG &'-■ 
whole metropolitan, area -  city and suburbs. Reinvigorating the inner-city, in particular, 
rh w  uo'f v w c c x r w  p p ip p p :  fiP iv u q  iw y u iu v ;  w r w u w v r p i jw u  G f r tw iw v G c y  v / v f  o u y  c o d  G ir tu x b  
JPw Ibppp m*vb opolifan vpvvwriwrx m 1/ b- up- rxatone; pomi r-w dxv pmcum It is critical 
rtuii o,l I iocai dud sea Pa ytxy Wiiisac/i«i adopt ooiuwu whom soli dimimGilx the ra/oal and 
w pw vpio Gonoyydon xwich uxw diwxivby o-wdrj^o Tim innor-oiry and cuburb
I "  owjipi I  a  o f  of pa, : / o  la  . m  y p  w p T u i i  g o - /  0 1 0 0 - 0 ; o o n t a i n  t i n -  u w i o f i r t  u w i p p l  
c n ;v  g p T  ibaca.ik l t;o>.vi.oejjs w  p-,;„ • , a / : / /  1 w v w  p i  t h e  i w c j p p c g  pG p/iy V d i i o u /-_ i i v p u i P P l i i W P  
typ 'W nroeii) w o u ld  ape yu a py-;var' > p; f u t fpGPx~ rtoai q o w i  ojtipim ic  woylc* coiivpp! o  v a t  
zoitiiiu and planning powers,. and have the authority to exercise exclusive powers within its 
z V L p X v a  n o  R  ; e P v g ,  -;.!v- 1 u p ;  , ; W P 'P p i  ap , w  a r a n o  w c  W P h x - w  ,d l  u s e  p a  / u i  o f  a 
m u w m p a l i t y  P r j  - i a  p ;  b w  -_ w -w :j;  g o  w w  i p  b o d y  o f  t h e  i**-giori ^  T .y  a d c o a i j i g  
metropolitan government, regions would have the capacity to more equitably distribute 
aid, resources, sue! tunding to promote the region as a whole, and revive portions of 
declining central cities. Under the auspices of metropolitan government, federal grants 
could better be distributed across the metropolitan area, minimizing the economic and 
racial segregation that has characterized much of our city-suburb landscape. Given that 
190 million people live in metro areas (almost eighty percent of the entire country’s 
population), significant federal Incenti ves to move toward metropolitan government could
xm iii Cm cm, vyv.ii e  viiEicev ' j tv Uw ewvyWUvii wvOEvf.g
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•re a substantia! impact Rusk outlines several key aca one tyy ons may widcm^ as they
adopt metropolitan government
First,., a metro Government should adopt a jurisdiction-wide 
plan to stimulate affordable housing, Second, it should 
reorganize the local public housing authority on a
jurisdiction-wide basis. Rent-sub sidy programs should




In addition, federal liicenibws could be offered to thorn seems which eojuixably distribute
their federal transportation dollars between highway and road construction improvement,
While the causes of disparity between low-income census tract growth and central 
city and MSA economic growth are numerous, action can be taken io remise dm trends 
we are now witnessing. First, coiUinuing the current development efforts to promote 
growth and development in the central city, specifically the CETr and the MSA is 
important as th e  Codings indicate; licowever, trickle down economics will not suffice in this 
case, Swift poller/ i«ECfvcnt«on r.o assess and adjust current development efforts must be 
made to eliminate bias and racism in the current processes. Also, our findings suggest that 
the employment In durable goods and other manufacturing sectors oewtmues to decline, 
Hill and colleagues argue that the Implication of a decline in nvmufacturlng jobs can be 
seen in the abandoned infrastructures "which now define many sveysospus Browntield
mass transit sysmnis.
redevelopment grants, and the use ot federal monies to improve infrastructure may help 
revitalize many of these abandoned areas now home to a flourishing, yet dangerous 
jjnungj urnd ^m iv m /
Importantly, the metropolitan region as well as the state and federal governments
must make investments in education. Improving central city elementary and secondary 
school svstems. reducing central city drop out rates, and promoting job training and
apprenticeship programs, such as Tech Prep and the School-to-Work Apprenticeship 
program, will likely yield greater employment opportunities within the central city for 
these tract residents. In adorn on, rtu rtv  urnfe rt imp! o wig 'foiKoxion wdt kiwi/ Iwnwn 
ifo dicpaiitr-c bowmen the umw, uwiwi rnt;/, end 11LCV Punch eg Hill and colleagues 
argue that if cities are better able to attract and retain residents with higher Iwwls of 
education, the gualriy ot hie factors are aico iifieiy to mipyove 1 o achieve time '-.nd, they 
suggest that, tchigher levels ot government.. better distribute metropolitan and fiscal 
resources bet-veen suburbs and cities...Economic developm-nt that brings about an 
increase in the number of higher level professional., managerial and fechni* si jobs located 
in the central city, or at least retention of the present level of such jobs, will probably also 
induce some central city residential location by higher educated individuals.”40 
Additionally, by attracting more higher educated individuals, the tax base increases, and 
the s-rvices which can be rendered to the low-inoome residents, can be increased.
Finally, white this study did not irrwotAate taoia! issues, much w/idenoe exists which 
suggests that many of the low-income tiaras can be investigated along racial lines. 
Wilson’s assertion that uneven development efforts and race discrimination have isolated
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these tracts may be well-founded. Therefore, continued affirmative action progiams, as
well as incentives offered to companies who hire minorities may improve the oim'ent
conditions. However, much work and effort is still needed to determine how best to assist
these individuals in their reentry into the formal economy.
The work by Wilson, Rusk and others suggwrs that urban underclass behavior or
ill - bffia hot - Tar mew owe a a rwfwrd .end airwwwd 'V-nsus trsar resaWHC bits of w; 7/11,0
integration into the larger community. By epuitabiy investing throughout central cities and
utilizing the support and resources of metropolitan government, the low income census
tracts could likely be reintegrated into the formal economy. Rusk extends,
Individual poverty and dependency or individual acts 01 
crime certainly do not disappear, but they lack critical mass 
to blight whole communities. Within all metro areas the 
oroportion of poor minorities, if dispersed, is not so large as 
to overwhelm middle-class culture. It is the very isolation 
and hyperconcentration of poor minorities that overwhelms 
them individually. Neither poor people nor inner cities can 
succeed if thev are cast into the sociological equivalents of 
giant public housing projectsN
Clearly, to adopt a f'rp^opin^tx>2p'rAi'/J only poll07 will binder prospects for 
improving the economic vitality of tiw owner a! city. The evidence presented in this 
research suggests that strong sowo-economic programs aimed at developing the people 
coupled with economic development efforts aimed at improving the development of the 
city will likely yield the mom promising results Metropolitan government appears as a 
positive starting point to developing the collaboration and political struct! me necessary to 
ensure the entire region fcwwfas. from an interdependent relationship and to ensure that the 
isolation and alienation of poor persons which is growing throughout major US cities is
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halted before the resource demand required by xhew io ounce in- emeus iwois banrtijptx 
the city, and thereby, the region,
e e n c e - b f o p  ' b l v w c x u n w w b  r T c r b v p y  e e  f o r x f o w  x v  g  w y ? o s x :x ; e ^ ^ e e e f o
The road to reviving American cities must begin with reviving the residents ot 
todav's inner cities. Cities are people, and unless we address the people issues, we can not 
revive the sense of place commonly defined as **crtyT I hr; ruowcrune r  jifvusxrvtrxii xu 
poor, alienated individuals living in America’s inner cities remains an insidious issue for 
America’s cities and for Americans themselves. The growing violence, the increases in 
teen-age birth rates, the rising death rates among teens, the growing gang acri /ivy and xlw 
litany ot other social problems masked behind the deteriorating infrastructures ot our crews 
calls for a renewed effort 'targeting this alienated mass, Who is responsible?
Rhetorical support for the poor is popular, but specific programs impacting inner 
wxy poor are usually divisive since welfare has conflicting meanings to many ooniboicing 
groups, As typically characterized, liberals see welfare policy as “economic vsxfortiioe and 
social services that will put a floor under family income and lead the way toward self 
sutticieirsy On the otherhand, conservators; rhetoric issues .appeals for personxJ 
recpomifThrrg advocating for the dismantling ot a wcliaxe rv/stem which “encourages 
dependency and subsidizes untraditional or broken familfertb Both liberals and 
conservatives claim the moral high ground. Neither approach, however, has engaged the 
issue,
1 have either participated or observed numerous giaswroots movements aimed at 
improving the welfare of the inner-city resident in several ohms across the country. From
working in inner-city schools with attention-deficit disorder students and their families in 
South Bend, Indiana, to single teen-age mothers in Boston, rc the IB- ■h-fn-p and C shout 
to Work education initiative in Dayton, Ohio, I have gained insight, although not 
comprehensive or complete, which has enabled me to draw several conclusions.
First, development from within is extremely important. Top-down initiatives, 
'wrhS’iu pre-onpmro-d and me- xppro'mb grassroots snpponx tail T:pWwm mtWwes 
fail the same way allopathic medicine in many cases tails: they treats only a symptom, and 
many bno-s treats it with a geueno ewpome Top-down initiatives tend not be flexible and 
there!ww pi: nor ci fv rhe opportunity to customize a particular solution to a particular 
area.
Second, the necessity for customization being noted, there are a core set of 
problems which are experienced by every major US city. Behavior of this isolated and 
alienated sector of the poor lias demographic similarities: minorities tend to be clustered 
in pockets in these inner city tracts, the percentages of female-headed households living in 
poverty is higher than in the suburbs, the number of persons who haw attained high 
school diplomas is on average ten to twelve percent lower than in the suburbs, and the 
murder and violent crimes rates appear to be significantly higher in the city than in the 
suburb.
Third, garnering political will or building political clout among the urban poor is 
not possible. To U dress tka  jaao/ of social con-o-ena, activists have called for 
commimi.ty action. Their aim is to increase the political power of this sector a t tib- poop 
as well as to work from within to address some of the social and economic r:cuw, ihwe
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which arc working to improve the welfare of the inner city census tract resident, the 
impact has been slight at best. For one, these programs often do not receive the federal or 
state aid and attention they mofutire to meet the needs o*t the many individuals requiring 
such services. Second, the inability of these community crgamoutioos to build the political 
support from within the isolated poor is largely due to the increasing level of distrust 
which wtiivs among the ufroii poor. There is no community"11'' among these tracts of urban 
po o<j id—ip aljwvuiC'fp ,viid d rob h vo con swat rtmwoowiow wo afocortfrs ou one lov/vwoooro-  ̂
inner- city r esident.
Current social programs enable some individuals to escape this alienation, 
however, once the individual escapes the bonds of poverty, she is unfrbel/ Po r-rrum to help 
revitalize the community. Our social program goals, while amiable and workable require a 
second element to be successful The support of suburban Americans, of all races and 
socio-economic backgrounds is a necessity to re v iv e  the tricks Comm ruty pro grin nr 
supported by leaders from both the city and the suburbs and support and development of 
inirastmotums (transit ss/ortmio, lowmioome bousing;) which enable the reintegration of 
classes in the work force across the metropolitan area is essential to addressing the needs 
of America5 s urban poor.
Tragically, functionalism and pragmatism have become the essmoo of life m 
American society. Society5 s lack of altrusim, the robotization of livings and die 
desensitization and dehumanization of poverty, violence and death — as magm&ed by the 
numerous forms of media and thousands of information blips that inundate us daily- has
xn Owic own vz meios swop Lww/OiS ert lyy Wy owl or nwtwiYV so iTiOpEWiiOO kiowAt Wi'Oi'j’j WrniLWOo
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resulted in the abandonment of true community and responsibility ftiiharn Bennett 
argurnl that a nation is amorally a fetleotwii or its windies ii family is a ocmMoniiy, and 
the larger family is our society, then a non-functioning family is a non-fixnctioning or ill- 
functioning society. We must strive to rebuild community, by removing ourselves from 
the complacencv of our suburban lives and accepting responsibility for improving the livm 
of thorn uapp'-'j in da- urban o/oies at: gmv-rty aeft eftmmon By coming wgwPer as wty 
community, as metroplitan community and as global community, we shatter the political 
and infrastructure barriers that separate us into voting districts and census traeft, and vw 
begin to reunite ourselves into a truly human community. By supporting eommunfty 
through grass roots involverrmnt, our social piogjmms will be more effective, our money 
more well spent, and our cities seen as centers of thriving commerce, rather than centers 
of dilapidated infrastructure and increasing violence. As idealistic as this appears, it is my 
strong belief in the spirit of the American people, and my often frustrating experience 
working with too little resources and too little support in grass-roots social programs that 
leads me to the conclusion that Americans —city and suburban dwellers alike — must 
intercede to address the needs of our urban poor.
The solution to the isolation of urban census t r a c t s  i s  a  complex one. This chapter 
attempted to address it from four fronts: first, the economic perspective provided i n s i g h t  
into the importance of place-prosperiiy focused development policy, second, the ouxlirm of 
metropolitan government p r e s e n t e d  a political structure in which our cities might more 
effectively team together to address the problems of the inner-city; third, the socio­
economic solutions presented provide processes and policies to address education and
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employment issues, finally, the last section examined our pm sons! respomtbMky in 
rebuilding community among the isolated, urban poor.
r i r f i u w  r i h w g w v v v w w w v  r i o n m r i w w i t s  -  f a c i v w x c  o r  I n K s r d o p o o d a o c o r
The analysis of ninety-six kw w nr: me census tracts in twenty-four of the largest 
fifty US cities yields mixed results. Income growth is positively correlated between the 
central city, re weyxTwn rfivvriofi area, and the low-income census tract j however, this 
link while statistically significant is for practical and policy purposes very weak. There is
fti-i w-. to JOfigWV dux fair; y rj ;/fa VppW'j J CO fi-r- ftdofo :W COW !—*'/»-! WtnjfirX ClV.fi CO
the percent of persons in poverty, educational attainment levels, and percent of lemale- 
headed households. In cases where the educational attainment levels are high, the tract 
appears to benefit more ifoin the economic growth. ww o j^x ail mT ;,~lo pum-Lii niL'-ji is 
supported by the central city and MSA, than do thorn cranis vith low educational 
attainment levels and female-headed households. The absence of a statistically significant 
vo i f elation between distance from the CBD ami welfare of the tract and, berm-on die 
percent employed in the central city or MCA and the percent employed at the tract level 
farther validates the claims that these tracts remain isolated and disassociated from the 
formal economy. While tract level variables appear to have a slight influence in 
determining the likelihood that the tract may be able to regain its economic vitality, o n e  
may conclude chat s/iihout twuft and deliberate development eitorta yj g., metropolitan 
government), soonl program efforts (e.g., support of apprenticeships, Twh-Prep, School 
to Work programs), and personal committment to community building i n  the inner-city, 
these tracts may be enveloped by the disassociation and alienation characterized by 
Kasarda, Alex-Assenhoh, Jennings and others. Future research may be needed to examine
lend themselves more toward economic rejuvenation. Measures must be taken to halt tlw 
sprawl ot structural poverty in many of these low-income tracts. A structural and- pAvree 
shift toward metropolitan government appears to yield the most promising potential tor
^wrwimmg bwr- volxwd a arte fa Mdtdoty uhiA Mycvtrtu is indeed one measure wfaie! 
u p o w vr1. ro h a w  .a p o c v v w  impwot on i.lae w y w o m w  ^wiiiorw > jst a  rr'nop owner vrnofoirtr no-on
as technical skill level, discrimination, housing arid transportation availability will need- to 
be considered m order that the most appropriate policy be implemented. Future research 
must also investigate why the weak linkages exist between the central city, MSA, and low
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Clarification o f Terrns
Low-income census tract: The low income census tract was defined in this study to be a 
(ii'va -v/irli a meoiiaii nccme m i'-wu fsucsveaii go and $ I t'yS'CJ. 'i’fitiS' tfgure pjacea dm
resident below the government poverty line of $14,900 in 1980.
High population census tract: The high population census tract was defined as a region 
iioving at least 1,00s* persons residing in it in 1980.
Census Timet: Defined by the Bureau of the Census as a “relatively homogenous a. tea 
v/ith respect to population characteristics, economic status, and living condition;; o/irh an 
average population of 4,000,”
M etropolitan Statistical uoui. tM ilL )' The area dehiv-d by the Cer>;sus E-tnreau sis s. 
specific employment region It contains at least one central city ot at feast Et.yaou arid 
possibly other cities oi suburbs
Central City: A city within a region which has a population of at least 250,000 and 
coiitain at least 100,000 worh-rc It is also flu  large,sc municipality in the i/GA 
Inner Ring Suburbs: The suburbs which directly border the central city.
Appendix II  
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